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- preddata.std
- predict.cmaRs
- summary.cmaRs
- table.b6

Index

classdata.std  Classification Data - Breast Cancer Wisconsin (Diagnostic)

Description

Pre-processed and standardized Breast Cancer Wisconsin (Diagnostic) is a real-life data set from University of California at Irvine (UCI) machine learning data repository UCI: Machine Learning Repository (available at http://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/).

Usage

```r
data(classdata.std)
```

Format

A data frame with 569 rows and 31 variables.

Source


References


Examples

```r
## Not run:
data(classdata.std)
cmaRs(y ~ ., classification = TRUE, data = classdata.std)
## End(Not run)
```
Description

This function allows you to construct a CMARS Model.

Usage

cmaRs(
  formula,
  data,
  classification = FALSE,
  threshold.class = 0.5,
  degree = 1,
  nk = 20,
  Auto.linpreds = FALSE
)

Arguments

  formula  A symbolic description of the model to be fitted.
  data     An optional data frame, list or environment containing the variables in the model.
  classification Logical: If FALSE, a prediction model will be constructed.
  threshold.class If the model is classification, this threshold is used to convert probabilities to classes. Default is 0.5.
  degree    Maximum degree of interaction (Friedman’s mi). Default is 1, meaning build an additive model (i.e., no interaction terms).
  nk        Maximum number of model terms before pruning, i.e., the maximum number of terms created by the forward pass. Includes the intercept.
  Auto.linpreds Default is TRUE, for detailed explanation please check earth package.

Value

An S3 model of class "cmaRs"

Examples

## Not run:
# Without \code{MOSEK}, the example code is not executable.
# For installation of Mosek, please see the documentation of \code{Rmosek}.
data(table.b6)
model.ex1 <- cmaRs(y ~ .,
  degree = 2, nk = 20, classification = FALSE,
  Auto.linpreds = FALSE, data = table.b6
data("trees", package = "datasets")
model.prediction <- cmaRs(Volume ~ ., degree = 5, nk = 20, data = trees)
data("etitanic", package = "earth")
model.classification <- cmaRs(survived ~ age, data = etitanic, classification = TRUE)

## End(Not run)

## plot.cmaRs

A plot function designed for prediction of CMARS

Description
This function allows you to construct three different plots, namely actual versus predicted response; fitted values versus standardized residuals; and standardized residuals versus order if the model is constructed for prediction purpose. Moreover, Receiver Operating Characteristic Curve of classification models can be produced.

Usage
## S3 method for class 'cmaRs'
plot(x, ...)

Arguments
x A cmaRs object which is obtained by prediction.
...
Additional parameters.

Value
An S3 model of class "plot.cmaRs"

Examples
## Not run:
# Without \code{MOSEK}, the example code is not executable.
# For installation of Mosek, please see the documentation of 'Rmosek'.
data("trees", package = "datasets")
model.prediction <- cmaRs(Volume ~ ., degree = 5, nk = 20, data = trees)
plot.cmaRs(model.prediction)

## End(Not run)
Description

Pre-processed and standardized Concrete Slump Test is a real-life data set from University of California at Irvine (UCI) machine learning data repository UCI: Machine Learning Repository (available at http://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/).

Usage

data(preddata.std)

Format

A data frame with 103 rows and 8 variables.

Source

https://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/datasets/Concrete+Compressive+Strength

References


Examples

```r
## Not run:
data(preddata.std)
cmaRs(Compressive_Strength ~ ., classification = FALSE, data = preddata.std)
## End(Not run)
```

predict.cmaRs

A prediction function for a new data set for prediction purpose

Description

This function allows you to obtain the predicted values of a CMARS model.

Usage

```r
## S3 method for class 'cmaRs'
predict(object, new = NULL, ...)
```
Arguments

object A cmaRs object which is obtained by prediction.
new The data for which the fitted values will be constructed.
... Additional parameters affecting the predictions.

Value

y The predicted values.

Examples

```r
## Not run:
# Without \code{MOSEK}, the example code is not executable.
# For installation of Mosek, please see the documentation of 'Rmosek'.
data("trees", package = "earth")
model.prediction <- cmaRs(Volume ~ ., degree = 5, nk = 20, data = trees)
predict.cmaRs(model.prediction, data = trees)
## End(Not run)
```

summary.cmaRs

A summary function designed for CMARS

Description

This function allows you to print the output of CMARS model.

Usage

```r
## S3 method for class 'cmaRs'
summary(object, ...)
```

Arguments

object A cmaRs object which is constructed by cmaRs.
... Additional arguments affecting the summary result.

Value

An S3 model of class "summary.cmaRs"
Examples

## Not run:

```r
# Without \code{MOSEK}, the example code is not executable.
# For installation of Mosek, please see the documentation of 'Rmosek'.
data("trees", package = "datasets")
model.prediction <- cmaRs(Volume ~ ., degree = 5, nk = 20, data = trees)
summary.cmaRs(model.prediction)
```

## End(Not run)

---

### table.b6

**Data Set for Table B6**

---

**Description**

This data set is taken from MPV package (version 1.58). Please check `library(MPV)` for more detail.

**Usage**

```r
data(table.b6)
```

**Format**

A data frame with 28 rows and 5 variables.

**Source**


**References**


**Examples**

```r
data(table.b6)
```
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